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In this note, we consider exclusively abelian groups A which are generalized 
p-primary groups (briefly, g.p. groups) in the sense that qA = A for all primes 
q # p. In other words, our groups are modules over the localization Z, of Z 
at the prime p. 
The height function h on A defines a valuation on the socle A@]; in this way, 
A&J] becomes a valued vector space (see [2]). It is a noteworthy fact that, for 
certain classes of p-groups, the isometry between the socles of two groups implies 
the isomorphy of the groups themselves. Unfortunately, there are but a very 
few classes for which this is true; for details, we refer to [3]. In order to establish 
a similar result for larger classes of g.p. groups, we introduce a new idea. This 
is to relate the “slices” to the socles, and to admit only isometries that respect 
what we call the order-filtration in the slices. Our main purpose is to show that 
this more restrictive type of isometry between the socles implies the isomorphy 
of the groups within certain larger classes of g.p. groups. These classes are the 
reduced adjusted cotorsion p-adic groups and the reduced totally injective 
p-groups of countable lengths (and some of them of arbitrary lengths). 
Recall that a cotorsion group is a group G satisfying Ext(Q, G) = 0 (Harrison 
[6]). A reduced cotorsion group decomposes: G = n,G, where G, are cotorsion 
g.p. groups. G is called adjusted if it has no torsion-free summand #O. 
A p-group G is said to be almost totally injective if pa Ext(Z(pm), G/p”G) = 0 
holds for every ordinal CJ. For their properties, we refer to our paper [4]. 
There is a close relationship between almost totally injective p-groups and 
cotorsion g.p. groups. For a reduced g.p. group A and a limit ordinal X, define 
L,(A) = l& A/‘p”A 
and let T,(A) be the torsion part of L,(A). There is a canonical homomorphism 
6, : A-+&(A) 
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that acts via 6, : a ++ (a + p”A),,, and whose kernel is pAA. If A is a p-group, 
then S,(A) < T,(A). Mines [9] p roved that A is cotorsion if and only ifL,(A)/G,(A) 
is reduced for every limit ordinal h, while it follows from results of Megibben 
[g] that A is almost totally injective exactly if T,(A)/G,(A) is reduced for every 
limit ordinal /\. (Actually, they have to vanish if h is cofinal with w.) 
Following Harrison [7], we call a g.p. group A fuh’y complete if 6, induces an 
isomorphism A/pAA -LA(A) for every limit ordinal h (not exceeding the length 
of A). And we shall call a p-group A generally torsion complete (see Mines [lo]) 
if 6, induces an isomorphism A/pAA --f T,(A) for every limit ordinal X. It is 
the classes of these groups for which our theorems will be proved. For groups 
of countable lengths, these are just the cotorsion and the almost totally injective 
groups, respectively. 
For unexplained terminology and notation we refer to [ 11. 
I. Let A be a reduced g.p. group. By t(A) we denote its torsion part which 
is clearly a p-group. 
Let C be a subgroup of A. By the C-slice of A we mean the group 
U(A, C) = (A/C)[p] = p-lC/C = {a + C E A/C / pa E C> 
viewed as a vector space over Z/(p). The subspaces 
U,(A, C) = (A[p”] + C)/C n U(A, C) (n2 1) 
along with 
U,(A, C) = u U&L C) = [(t(A) + C)/Cl n U(A, C) 
form an ascending chain in the C-slice: 
0 = &(A, C) < &(A, C) < ... < U,(A, C) < U(A, C). (1) 
We call this the order-filtration of U(A), since, evidently, U,(A, C) consists 
of those cosets a + C in the socle of A/C which can be represented by elements 
of order <p”, and U,(A, C) of those which have representatives of finite order 
in A. Manifestly, U,(A, C) = U(A, C) if A is a p-group and U,(A, C) = 
U(A, C) whenever pA A C = PC. 
The order-filtration (1) is of central importance in our discussion. The 
following lemma yields relevant information about the quotients in (1). 
LEMMA 1. Let A be ag.p. group and C a subgroup of A. There is an isomorphism 
rlo : W% C) + 4~llWl (2) 
and there are monomorphisms: JOY every integer n > 1, 
sz : Un+,M WL(4 C) -+ P”-lCC~l/~“W, (3) 
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If C < pA, all these maps are isomorphisms. 
Proof. The isomorphism U,(A, C) = (A[p] + C)/C z A[p]/(C IT ACp]) 
yields the existence of Q, . 
For an integer n > 1, consider the map 
En : Un+,(A, C) + P”-lCIPl/P”c~Pl 
defined via tn(a + C) = p”a + p”C[p] for a $ C E Un+,(A, C) with a of 
order <pn+i. It is readily seen that 6, is a well-defined homomorphism and 
U,(A, C) < Ker 5, . If a + C E Ker [,, , then p”a ~p~C[p], thus pna = p% 
for some c E C. Therefore a + C contains a - c of order <p”, that is, a + C E 
U,(A, C), establishing Ker 5, = U,(A, C). Hence 5, induces a monomorphism 
qn in (3). If C < pA, then every coset pn-lc + p”C[p] (where c E C) has the 
form pna + p%[p] with pa = c, so 5, is surjective and 7n is an isomorphism. 
There is a homomorphism &,, : U(A, C) + C/(t(C) + PC) acting as a i--t 
pa + t(C) + pC where a E U(A, C). A s in the preceding paragraph, it is easily 
seen that Ker [, = (t(A) + C) n U(i3, C) and 6, is onto whenever C <PA. 
An easy consequence of Lemma 1 is 
COROLLARY 2. For a g.p. group A and a subgroup C, there exists a mono- 
morphism 
Pm n: u n+m+M WJn+,(A, f-7 - urn+~(P”-~C, P”CYGnWIC P”C> 
for every m, n > 0. It is an isomorphism if C < pA. 
In fact, p”m” can be chosen as ~,.~,+i of Lemma 1 followed by the inverse of 7m 
with p+lC, pV! replacing A and C. 
For C < pA, the preceding lemma shows that the dimensions of the quotients 
in the order-filtration (1) are completely determined by A[p]/C[p] and by a 
p-basic subgroup of C. As a matter of fact, the quotients on the right in (3) 
and (4) determine (up to isomorphism) exactly the p-basic subgroups B of C. 
Thus the rln for 1 < n < w together yield a monomorphism of U(A, C)/U,(A, C) 
into C/PC s B/pB which is an isomorphism whenever C < PA. This can more 
explicitly be described as follows: 
LEMMA 3. For a g.p. group A and a subgroup C, there is a monomorphism 
7: U(A, W-W, C) - C/PC 
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acting as a + U,(A, C) H pa + PC. If C <PA, 71 is an isomorphism such that, 
for every integer n, 
and 
rlV&% C)IWA, ‘71 = (t(C) + PWC. 
The proof is similar to the one given for Lemma 1 and may be left to the 
reader. 
We conclude that in the case C < pA we have a vector space isomorphism 
W, C> = &WCPI 0 C/PC. 
The following lemma gives some indication how the order-filtrations of the 
C- and pC-slices compare. 
LEMMA 4. Let C be a subgroup of the g.p. group A, and V a subspace of A[p] 
such that Alp] = V @ C[p]. Then 
(i) U,(A, PC) = (V + pC)/pC @ (Cp] + pC)/pC for integers n > 1; 
(ii) U,(A, PC) = (V -I Pc)/Pc 0 (t(c) -I- Pc)/Pc; 
(iii) U(A, PC) = (V + pC)/pC @ C/PC. 
Proof. V n C = 0 implies (V + PC) f7 C = PC, justifying all 0. Let 
a + PC E U,(A, PC) with pna = 0. Because of pa E~C, some c E C satisfies 
pa=@ whence pnc =0 and a+pC = (a-c+pC) + (c+pC) with 
c + pC E (C&P] + pC)/pC. Since a - c E A&], we can write a - c = v + C’ 
with v E V, c’ E C[p] to obtain a + pC = (v + PC) + (c’ + c + PC), establish- 
ing (i). (ii) is an immediate consequence of (i), while (iii) can be verified ana- 
logously. 
2. Given two g.p. groups, A, and A,, and two subgroups, C, and C, (with 
Ci < Ai), we say that an isomorphism on the C,-slices: 
4: 4% > Cd + WA,, CA (5) 
preserves order-Jiltration if it satisfies 
for every integer n. Then, evidently, the same holds for 71 = w too. 
We shall require the following easy lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let Ai be g.p. groups and Ci < pA,(i = 1,2) subgroups. Suppose 
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(5) is an isomorphism such that (6) holds for n = 1. Then there exists a unique 
isomorphism (bl : C,pC, --f C,/pC, making the diagram 




U(Al 1 Cl) 2 U(A2 1 C2) 
commute where &(ai + Ci) = pa, + pCi(a, E Ai ; i = 1, 2). If 4 satisfies (6) 
for some n > 1, then q$ carries (C,[P~] + pCl)/pC1 onto (C,[P~] + pC,)/pC, . 
Proof. Hypotheses guarantee that 4 induces an isomorphism $ of U(i(A, , C,)/ 
U,(A, , C,) with U(A, , C’s)/ li,(A, , C,). By Lemma 3, ti induces an isomorphism 
vi : UV, 9 WUl(4 > G) -+ C,/pC, . A routine diagram chasing shows that 
+i = ~&3rl;’ renders the diagram commutative. It is clear that $r is unique and 
satisfies the last statement of Lemma 5. 
In order to achieve our main goal, we have to study when an isomorphism 
A,/C, -+ As/C, can be lifted to an isomorphism A,/pC, + &./PC, . Our principal 
tool is Lemma 1 in [l I] which we rephrase here as follows: 
LEMMA 6 (Richman [ 111). Let G,(i = 1, 2) be arbitrary groups, Pi < pG,[p] 
subgroups and rri : G, --f GilPi the canonical surjections. Let a: G,/P, -+ G,IP, be 
an isomorphism such that 
4W#WA = G[~lIf’s . (7) 
Finally, suppose B, is a subgroup of G, satisfying pG, r\ B, = pB, and /I : B, -+ G, 
is a homomorphism such that rr&3 = anI . Then fi can be extended to a homomorphism 
y : GI -+ G, satisfying rrzy = arrr, .
We can now establish a theorem on lifting isomorphisms. 
THEOREM 7. Let Ai (i = 1,2) be g.p. groups, C, < pAi subgroups, and 
$ : 4/C, - 4/G (8) 
an isomorphism such that 4 U,(A, , C,) = U,(A, , C,). Then 4 can be l$ed to 
an isomorphism $r : A,/$‘, ---f A,/&‘, , i.e. & makes the diagram 
Al/Cl 2-b A2IC2 
4 91 A j; 
A,/PC, -2 2 
commute where vi are the canonical maps. 
If, for some integer n > 1, +U,(A, , C,) = U,,(A, , C,) holds, then 
A~,&4 > PC,) = un-4% 9 PC2)- 
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Proof. We apply Richman’s lemma with Gi = A&X?, , Pi = CJPC, < 
(PAi/PCd [PI d an ol as + preceded and followed by the canonical isomorphisms 
between Ad/Cd and (A,/pC,)/(C,/pCJ, in the obvious way. Then (7) is satisfied, 
since under these canonical isomorphisms, U,(A, , Ci) correspond to (A&C,) 
[p]/(CJpC,), as is readily verified. 
Now let B, be a subgroup of A, maximal with respect to the property: 
B, n pA, = 0 (i.e. a pA,-high subgroup of A,). Manifestly, B, is ap-bounded 
summand of A, , and & = (B, + pC,)/pC, is a p-bounded summand of 
A,/pC, , disjoint fromp(A,/pCJ. Let V be a subspace of A&] such that B, < V 
and AJp] = V @ C,[p], and {z+}~~~ a basis of V. Since 4 maps U,(A, , C,) z V 
(see Lemma 1) onto UI(A, , C,) E A,[p]/C,[p], there are wi E A&] such that 
dh + Cl) = wj + G and the subspace W = (wi 1 i E J) satisfies A&] = 
W @ C,[p]. Furthermore, + maps (V + C,)/C, onto (W + C,)/C, . We can 
now define an isomorphism 
B: (V + PCIYPCI -+ (W + PCJIC, 
by setting /~(zJ~ $ PC,) = Wj + PCs on the generators vj of V. In view of our 
choice, the restriction of /3 to B satisfies the hypotheses in Lemma 6, hence we 
derive the existence of an isomorphism & as desired. The map y in Lemma 6 
as defined in [l l] acts on pG, like Q$& acts on CJpC, in Lemma 5. Hence 
an appeal to Lemma 4 establishes the last statement, completing the proof. 
It should be noted that if +U,(A, , C,) = U,(A, , C,) for some n, then #r 
carries U,-,(C, , PC,) onto U&C, , PC,). 
If + of Theorem 7 preserves order-filtration on the Ci-slices, then +i preserves 
order-filtration on the pCi-slices. Consequently, an iterated application of 
Theorem 7 yields: 
COROLLARY 8. Let Ai (i = 1,2) be g.p. groups, Ci 9 pA, subgroups and (8) 
an isomorphism preserving order-@ration on the C,-slices. Then, for every integer 
n > 1, 4 can be lifted to an isomorphism 
that preserves order-filtration on the pnC,-slices and satisjies +,,U&J~-Y?~ ,p”C,) = 
K(Pn-1c2 > P”Q f or every m. Furthermore, the lifted isomorphisms match, i.e., 
for k > n, the following diagram commutes: 
where the vertical maps are the canonical ones. 
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We shall require the following simple lemma. 
LEMMA 9. Under the hypotheses of Corollary 8, the following diagram com- 
mutes, for every m 3 0 and n > 1: 





&n+l(Pn-lG ,PnCI)/WPn-lCI ,P%)~ Vn+,(Pn-lC, 3 P”C,)/V7&(P”-1C, 9 
P”C2) 
where +* and #$ are induced by (b and & , respectively. 
We induct on n. First, let n = 1. Given a + C, E U,+,(A, , C,) with pa E C, , 
pm+2a = 0, set $(a + C,) = b + C, . From the uniqueness of $r in Lemma 5 
we conclude that $r acts on C&C, like ~a&;‘, therefore 
Hence @CL,,: = p,+A* follows. Next let n > 1 and suppose the assertion is true 
for n - 1; thus &!$J~’ = ~~-?$~ . Notice that &‘&+,,+, = pmn. What has 
been proved implies +F&+,-I = &+-,+*, whence 
We are now ready to prove a useful result on lifting isomorphisms from 
quotients mod algebraically compact or torsion-complete p-groups. 
THEOREM 10. Let A,, A, be reduced g.p. groups. Suppose that Ci < pAi 
(i = 1,2) are two subgroups, both algebraically compact or both torsion-complete 
p-groups. Every isomorphism +: AI/C, -+ A,IC, which preserves order-$ltration 
on the C,-slices can be lifted to an isomorphism #: A, -+ A, . 
Define 
& = lim A,/p”C, and &i = lim C,/pV, for i = 1,2, 
and let 7i : Ai --f ai be the canonical maps which are now embeddings since 
Ker 7i = np”C, = 0. 
Consider first the case of algebraically compact Ci ; this means T~(CJ = Ci . 
Corollary 8 asserts that 4 induces an isomorphism between the inverse systems 
{Al/pT,} and {A&T,}, so there is an induced isomorphism $: AI + A2 . Thus 
it suffices to verify that 7i is surjective. Let the sequence {a, + p”C,}, represent 
an element of a, (a, E Ai). Then a, - a0 E Ci , so {a, - a, + pX’,}, represents 
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an element of eG . Consequently, some c E Ci satisfies c - (a, - Us) EPnCi for 
each n. This shows that (un + p”C,}, is equal to T~(C + a,,), proving that 7% is an 
isomorphism. 
Next, let Ci be torsion-complete p-groups. 4 yields an isomorphism t(AJ + 
t(Aa). In the present case 7JCi) = I(CJ and T~(AJ < i(di) for i = 1, 2. The 
argument in the preceding paragraph can be repeated to verify that 7i maps 
A, onto t(A,), i.e., 4 can in fact be lifted to an isomorphism of A, with A, . 
Q.E.D. 
The last theorem can be applied to obtain a structure theorem on g.p. groups 
with two Ulm factors whenever these factors are either algebraically compact 
or torsion-complete. Note that the pWA-slice U(A,p”A) of a g.p. group A 
carries a valuation, derived from the height function in A/p”A, so we may view 
it as a valued vector space. 
COROLLARY 11. Let A, , A, be reduced g.p. groups of lengths <w2. If A, , A, 
are both adjusted cotorsion or both almost totally injective, then they are isomorphic 
if and only if there exists an order-filtration preserving isometry 
Proof. It is enough to prove sufficiency. If both are almost totally injective, 
then their Ulm factors Ai/pwAi , pwA, are torsion-complete ([4], Corollary 4). 
By a well-known property of torsion-complete p-groups, # can be extended to 
an isomorphism $: A,/pwA, -+ A,/pwA, . Now Theorem 10 guarantees that 4 
can be lifted to an isomorphism of A, with A, . If the A, are adjusted cotorsion, 
then A,/p”A, , Ai are algebraically compact, and Ai/pWAi are the p-adic comple- 
tions of their torsion parts. Thus # again extends to an isomorphism 4 as above, 
and an appeal to Theorem 10 completes the proof. 
It is worth while noticing that Corollary 11 generalizes Theorem 5 of [5]. 
In fact, let A, , A, be reduced almost totally injectivep-groups of length w + n 
(n > 1) and $: AIF] -+ A,[pn] a height preserving isomorphism. Evidently, 
+ induces an order-filtration preserving isometry I/‘: U,(A, , p”A,) + &(A, , 
pwA,). These are dense subspaces of U(Ai , pwAi) in the topology induced by 
thep-adic topology of the torsion-completep-groups A,/pwAi . Thus U(A, ,p”A,) 
are complete, and so #’ extends to an isometry #: U(A, , p”A,) -+ U(A, , pwA,). 
By Lemma 1, U(Ai , pWAi) = Un+l(Ai , pWAi), so # preserves order-filtration, 
and the isomorphism of A, with A, follows at once from Corollary 11. 
3. In order to extend Corollary 11 to groups with more than two Ulm factors, 
we wish to develop a process of lifting isomorphisms repeatedly, even trans- 
finitely. The problem is how to control, at each step of lifting, the preservation of 
order-filtrations. Needless to say, an additional condition will be required. To 
state this in a suitable form we introduce a different kind of structure. 
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Let A be a g.p. group, a E A, and a an ordinal. A ball B(a, U) with center a 
and radius u is defined as 
B(a, u) = (x E A 1 h(x - u) >, u} = a + p”A. 
A nest N of balls is a set of balls {B(a, , u~)}~~, 1 inearly ordered by inclusion. 
x E A is a limit of N if x E B(a, , ui) for every i. If x is a limit of N, then B(x, u) 
is precisely the set of all limits of N where u = sup Us . The group A is called 
s-complete if every nest of balls in A has a limit in A. To check s-completeness, 
it clearly suffices to consider only nests of the form {B(a, , u)&~ where h is a 
limit ordinal. If A is s-complete, there is, for every limit ordinal X, a bijection 
between the nests of balls of the indicated form and the elements of L,(A), 
namely, 
Wo 9 4k7<A- (-9 a, + PA,...),,~ . 
From what has been said it is clear that full completeness and s-completeness 
are equivalent. 
Now let N = {B(a, , a)},,, be a nest of balls in A with centers a, in A[p], 
and suppose a E A is a limit of N. We claim that the set of limits, a + pAA, 
is actually an element of the pAA-slice U(A, pAA) of A. In fact, for every u < X 
we have a E a, + PA, whence pa = pa - pa, E p”+lA and pa E pAA. 
Let #: A,/$] --t A,[p] be an isometry between the socles of the g.p. groups 
A, and A,. For every ordinal u, 4 induces an isometry $,, : U,(A, , p”A,) + 
U,(A, , paA,). In some cases & can be extended to all of U(A, , p”AI). 
LEMMA 12. Let A, and A, be two reduced generally torsion complete p-groups 
or two reduced fully complete g.p. groups. For any isometry 
und limit ordinal X, the indnced map #A : U,(A, , pAA,) + U,(A, , p”A,) extends 
to an isometry 
#n*: U(A, , ~“4) 4 W, , ~~4). 
Proof. By definition, A,/pAAi is isomorphic to L,(A,) and T,(A,), respec- 
tively. Given a + p”A, E U(A, , p”A,), a is a limit of a nest of balls {B(a,, , a)},,, 
where a, E A,[p] for every u < h; in fact, for every u < X, some b, E p”A, satisfies 
pb, = pa E p*A, , so a, = a - b, can be chosen. The nest {B(Jla, , u)},,<~ of balls 
has a limit b because of A,/p”A, E L,(A,) or T,(A,), and b +plAZ~ U(A,,pAA,). 
The map u + p”A, I-+ b + p”A, defines an isometry #$ . 
It is easy to see that I,Q is uniquely determined by 1c, [owing to the s-density 
of U,(A, , p”Ai) in U(A, , pAA,)]. H owever, #$ does not preserve, in general, 
the order-filtration, and it is evident that we can expect # to be lifted to an 
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isomorphism between A, and A, only if all these z,4: preserve order-filtration. 
Consequently, we have to restrict ourselves to isometries # of a special kind. 
DEFINITION. An isometry 4: A,&] -+ A.&J] between the socles of two g.p. 
groups A, , A, will be called order-continuous if for every limit ordinal h we have 
(i) a nest IV1 = (B(a,, u)},,<~ of balls with centers a, in A&I] has a limit 
in A, if and only if the nest N, = {B(+z, , u)}~.,~ has a limit in A, ; 
(ii) if a E A, , b E A, are limits of smallest orders of Nr and Na , respectively 
and say o(u) = pnfl (n 3 0), then 
p% - $(p”a) E~~+~A&J]. 
Notice that if A, , A, are generally torsion complete p-groups or fully complete 
g.p. groups, then every isometry 1,4 satisfies (i). 
The following result shows that order-continuity will imply that the isometry 
4: in Lemma 12 preserves order-filtration. 
LEMMA 13. Let t,h: A&] + A,[p] b e an order-continuous isometry between 
the socles of the reduced g.p. groups A, and A, . Then, for every limit ordinal h, 
the isometry z,F$ of Lemma 12 preserves order-filtration, and for each n > 0, the 
following diagram commutes: 
Un+&% , P~A,)W,(A, 9 P’A,) “n - Un+d4 3 ~~44 Un(A, , ~~4) 
1 1 
(~~+~-lAJpl + P~+~A,)/P~+~A, % (j~~+~-lAJp] + pA-nAa)/pA+nA, 
where $B is induced by I+F , while the vertical maps are the maps T,+~ dejked in 
Lemma I followed by the natural isomorphistns. 
Proof. An immediate consequence of (ii) is that o(b) < o(a) = pn+l. If 
o(b) < pn, then t,Q~a) EPA+~A&] implies $“a = pnx for some x EP~A, whence 
a + pAA, = a - x + pAA, would belong to U,(A, , pAA,), impossible. Hence 
z,GF of Lemma 12 preserves order-filtration. The commutativity of the diagram 
follows from the equality 
p”b + pA+“A, = #(pna) + P~+~A~ 
which is a consequence of (ii). 
We are now ready to prove our structure theorems. 
THEOREM 14. Two reduced generally torsion complete p-groups, A, and A, , 
are isomorphic if and only ;f there exists an order-continuous isometry 9: A,[p] -+ 
AdPI. 
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Proof. The assertion is obvious if the groups are of finite length. We shall 
use transfinite induction to establish, for every ordinal o > w, the existence 
of an isomorphism 
satisfying the conditions: 
(a) for every p < u, the diagram 
A,/pDAA, 2% A&A, 
t 1 
A,/p”A, 9, A2jpoA, 
commutes where the vertical maps are the canonical surjections; 
(b) +,, coincides with & on U,(A, , p”A,); 
(c) +,, preserves the order-filtration of the PA,-slices. 
To start with, observe that the groups Ai/pWA, are torsion-complete [4], so 
the isometry $1 described in Lemma 12 can be extended to an isomorphism 
From Lemma 13 we conclude that c#+,, satisfies condition c). 
Now assume that we have constructed isomorphisms 4, for every p < (T 
satisfying (a)-(c). If u - 1 exists, then by Theorem 7, to &-r we can find an 
isomorphism &, rendering the square 





commutative and preserving order-filtration on the p”A,-slices. Then & has 
properties (a), (c). To verify (b), write A&] = V @p”-lA,[p] and let {u~}+~ be
a basis of V. From Lemma 4 we infer that 
Recall that in the proof of Theorem 7, & was defined on the first summand via 
~JzI~ + p”A,) = wj + pOA, provided that $O-l(~oj + y-lA,) = Wj + p”-lA, . 
By induction hypothesis, #,,-r(~~ + pO-l A,) = a+hj + pa-l A, , hence 
&(nj + poAA,) = $vj + p”AA, and &, coincides with &, on the first summand of 
lJ,(A, , paA,). To prove this for the second summand too, set a = X + n with X 
a limit ordinal and n an integer > 1. As Ul(A, , pAA,) is s-dense in U(A, , pAA,) 
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(see [3]), it is easy to see that conditon (b) for u = X implies that $h coincides 
with $f on U((A, , pAA,). L emma 9 now ensures the commutativity of 
Un+1(4 9 PA4)lUn(4 9 PAA*) AAL U?L,lb% I PA41Un(4 > PA4 
1 
43” @On 
U,(pA++lA, , pA+“A,) 4+* 
1 
--+ U,( pA++lAz ) pA+nA,) 
where @ is the same as #& in Lemma 13. Comparing this with the diagram 
of Lemma 13, we see that $,,+n and @+, are equal. Hence $O coincides with $,, 
on all of Ut(A, , pukli). 
If u is a limit ordinal, then condition (a) for lesser ordinals implies that the 
maps +,(p < u) yield an isomorphism between the inverse systems {A&“/l,} 
and {As/p~Aa~ (with the canonical maps), so we get an isomorphism & between 
the inverse limits, &(A,) +&,(A,). By hypothesis, A&A, is isomorphic via 
8, to T,(A,), so we have an isomorphism 4, = S;‘$,S, : Al/paA, -+ A,/pOA, . 
Since & acts as follows: 
it is clear that if a~A,[p], then by induction hypothesis (b), r,&, maps (a+pOA&, 
upon (#a + P~A&<~ . Therefore $U coincides with $U on U,(A, , paA,). As above, 
we conclude that +, and $,, act in the same way on all of U(A, , pOA,), whence 
Lemma 13 implies that (c) holds for O. This completes the proof of Theorem 14. 
In an analogous way, one can prove the following 
THEOREM 15. Two reduced adjusted fully complete g.p. groups A, and A, 
are isomorphic if and only if there exists an order-continuous isometry 
* : AILPI - 4[Pl* 
Proof. If the two groups are adjusted, then an isometry $2 between the 
socles of A,/pwA, and A,/pwA, extends to an isomorphism & of these quotients. 
The rest of the proof is the same as above in Theorem 14. 
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